SOFT PLAY EQUIPMENT HIRE AGREEMENT

It is the responsibility of the person who is hiring this soft play equipment to ensure
that all possible steps are taken to avoid injury or damage to the equipment.
Please ensure that the following Safety Instructions are followed:





















Monkey Tots do not supervise the equipment. Monkey Tots accepts no liability for
any accidents or injuries incurred whilst the equipment is on hire. Children must be
supervised by a responsible adult at all times.
All shoes, glasses, badges and jewellery must be removed before using the Soft
Play. Adults supervising young children on the equipment must remove their shoes.
Any damage may result in the Hirer having to pay an additional fee.
Socks to be worn at all times for hygiene reasons.
No animals or sharp items near the equipment
No streamers, party poppers or silly string to be used on or near the equipment.
Children must not fight, push, collide, or behave in a manner that likely to cause
distress or injury to others.
No smoking or barbeques near the soft play equipment.
Always ensure the soft play is not overcrowded.
This equipment has an age limit of 6; please ensure that no one over this age is
using it.
No food or drinks or chewing gum to be allowed on or near the Soft Play, for safety
reasons and mess, please note if the equipment collected is in a dirty condition then
the person hiring it will incur a cleaning charge).
Adults are not allowed on any of the soft play equipment or sit or lean the ball
pool/kerb walls.
Ensure that any Child who is feeling unwell and no-one with a history of back or neck
problems are allowed on the equipment.
The equipment should not be used if it becomes wet, as the surfaces becomes
slippery.
If it starts to rain please put as much as possible under cover especially the battery
toys,
It is your (the Hirer’s) responsibility that the equipment remains undamaged. For any
damages that occur, the Hirer will incur a repair charge. Only Monkey tot’s staff are
authorized to remove/collect equipment. No items to be removed from the delivery
location.
All ball pool balls to be in the ball pool at collection time

Terms and conditions
-We will require a signature upon receipt of equipment.
-It is the Hirer’s responsibility to check the measurements of the site for the required
package, and to ensure that there will be adequate space surrounding the play
equipment.
-Please take into account when booking venue times that we will need approximately
30-45 minutes to set up the party and the same to pack up the equipment. We can
only set up equipment in a suitably sized space and we will not be responsible for
removing furniture/etc.
-Please leave or allow adequate parking space for delivery and collection times.
-In the event of weather problems on the day such as severe ice or heavy snow we
have the right to cancel the booking. In such cases we will return any deposit.
-To secure the booking we will require a deposit of £25 at least 4 weeks prior to the
event. This can be paid either by cash, cheque or PayPal. The remainder is due to
be paid on the day either by cash (we cannot accept cheques on the day), once we
have set up and you have confirmed you are 100% happy with everything.
-The deposit is fully refundable if cancelled a full 14 days prior to date of event. For
any cancellations less than 14 days, the deposit is non-refundable, however we are
happy to transfer it to another date.

DISCLAIMER









Please note that all persons using the equipment do so at their own/parents/guardians risk.
The person/s or organisation hiring the equipment will be responsible/liable for any damage
or injury occurring from or as a result of misuse or reckless use.
These guidelines are for the safety of all people using this equipment, and it is the sole
responsibility of the hirer to ensure they are fully adhered to at all times.
We cannot accept any responsibility for any injury caused to anyone using this equipment.
I have read the above agreement and fully understand and accept the conditions as above.
I am aware that whilst in my care, I am fully responsible for the equipment and will pay for
any loss or damage that may occur, this will include the equipment being returned in an
unacceptable condition. i.e. damaged or dirty condition, I will be expected to pay an
additional £25 cleaning charge.
It is my (the customers) responsibility that the equipment remains undamaged. For any
damages that occur i.e. rips, holds, burn marks, stains or lost , the Hirer will incur a repair
charge appropriate to the item(s) damaged.
I HEREBY AGREE TO ABIDE BY THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS LISTED IN THIS
HIRE AGREEMENT

HIRE DATE ____________________________
SIGNED______________________________________
NAME IN FULL______________________________________________
And agree to Hire the Equipment listed below which is subject to the terms and conditions as above.
All equipment will be returned in the same condition as at the start of hire:
WE HOPE YOU HAVE AN ENJOYABLE DAY!

£30 Soft

play interlocking squares
£100balls £200pond Ball Pond & Balls
£100 16 + Soft Play Shapes
£50 each Crash Mats
£90 Balance beam
£40 Half-moon shape
£200 Step and slide
£60 Ramp and block
£80 Hop scotch
£100 Double cheeky monkey rocker
£50 each
£15

2 Activity cubes

Fisher price activity table

£80

12 stepping stones
Happy Hoppers
£10 Blue 3 person Rockers
£5 each Pop up tent / tunnel
£10 each Whirlee ride-ons
£20 each Fisher price walker ride-ons
£5 each Red Rockers
£15 Green Slide
£25 Scuttlebugs
£60 Airflow Tunnels
£15 each

£20

Fisher price push along walker
£200

Playpen

*price to pay if damaged

